ABSTRACT In order to extend the detection of JPEG compressed color images to solve the real-life problem, three-class classification forensics of JPEG compressed color images with the same quantization matrix is proposed. Since the previous methods treat detection of JPEG compressed color images as binary classification and JPEG compression with the same quantization matrix leaves slight tracks, three-class classification forensics of JPEG compressed color images with the same quantization matrix is a new and challenging problem. In this paper, two aspects are considered to solve this problem. First, if images are compressed, rounding and truncation error will occur. Thus, preprocessing of images is performed to extract error to highlight statistical difference which can help to classify. Second, the support vector machine (SVM) algorithm is originally designed for the binary classification problem, so dealing with a three-class problem, it is necessary to reconstruct a suitable three-class classifier. Besides, convolutional neural network (CNN) parallelly deal with three channels of the color image. The relationship of the three channels is terminated. However, quaternion convolutional neural network (QCNN) which utilizes quaternion algebra not only is directly used to three-class classification but also retain the relationship between three channels. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method achieves good performance and is better than the state-of-the-art approaches investigated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, with the development of computer and network technologies, the cost of image tampering has been reduced. More and more tampered images appear in our daily life and lead to a decline in the trustworthiness of digital image, so the image forensics technique receives continual attention from government and law enforcement agencies. Currently, The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Weizhi Meng.
JPEG compression is a popular compression standard [1] . Therefore, the forensic issues [2] - [15] related to JPEG format receive more attention. Besides, many forensics techniques related to videos [16] - [21] . If a part of the source JPEG image is moved into a target JPEG image, the target image which is called the tampered image will save again which results in double JPEG compression. Many research works [22] - [32] have been done to detect double JPEG compression. However, the above methods have some disadvantages. First, the above methods focus on the Y channel of color images or grayscale images. Using the Y channel will lose the information of color images such as color information. The compression and decompression of the grayscale image are different from that of the color image which relates to the color space conversion. The loss of image information shifts the map of different color space. Thus, the methods of grayscale images are not suitable for color images. Second, the above methods treat the detection of JPEG compression as a binary classification. However, the single and double JPEG compressed images are both common in daily life. If the source JPEG image and target JPEG image are both double JPEG compression image, the tampered image is third JPEG compression. If the tampered image has more than one tramped area, it could come from different source JPEG images which have different times of JPEG compression. Therefore, detection of JPEG compression is treated as a three-class classification to be suitable for real-life problems. Tampered operations usually are deliberate so tampers tend to avoid technology of detection of JPEG compression with different quantization matrix or detection unaligned JPEG compression. Therefore, the proposed method focuses on the detection of JPEG compression with the same quantization matrix.
In order to solve the three-class classification of JPEG compression. Some methods mainly rely on SVM to classify. However, the SVM algorithm was originally designed for the binary classification problem. When dealing with a three-class problem, it is necessary to reconstruct a suitable three-class classifier. Since image compressed with the same quantization matrix leaves slight tracks, recent methods rely on convolutional neural network (CNN) to classify which cannot achieve satisfactory performance for detection of JPEG compression with the same quantization matrix. Therefore, it is necessary to adopt preprocessing to highlight different statistics. Besides, CNN neglects the relationship of three channels but quaternion could retain the relationship. Thus, quaternion convolutional neural network (QCNN) [33] is utilized.
• In order to get better features, the difference of error image which is produced by two consecutive compressions is used to reduce the value range between rounding error and truncation error.
• In order to amplify the subtle differences between JPEG compression, QCNN is used, and features are expanded in the fourth dimension to obtain better features.
• It is the first experiment about the three-class classification of JPEG compression.
II. RELATED WORK
According to whether the grids of block-wise discrete cosine transform (DCT) between the primary and the secondary JPEG compressions are aligned or not, double JPEG compression can be categorized into two classes: one is aligned double JPEG compression [22] - [32] , the other is nonaligned double JPEG compression [34] - [37] . According to the quality factors in the primary JPEG compression and matching criteria with the secondary JPEG compression, there are two classes of JPEG double compression: double compression with the different quantization matrix [22] - [27] and double compression with the same quantization matrix [28] - [32] . The aligned double JPEG compression has received more attention due to the difficulty of obtaining effective statistical features. So far some methods focus on detecting of double JPEG compression with different quantization matrix achieve satisfactory accuracy. For example [22] extracted features which named as ''double peak'' or ''missing value'' from histogram of JPEG coefficients to detect double compressed images. Popescu and Farid [23] also used JPEG coefficient histograms via Fourier transform to detect the double JPEG compression. The distribution of the first digit of JPEG alternating-current (AC) coefficients follow the generalized Benford's law which is be used in [24] . Moreover, [25] also used the generalized Benford's law to select individual AC modes and to improve the detection accuracy. Besides, Benford's law can be used to estimate the number of JPEG compressions [34] . The histogram pattern of low-frequency JPEG coefficients represents energy information of images so it was used as features in [26] . Alternatively, Chen et al. [27] have utilized the transition probability matrices derived from the differential JPEG 2-D arrays along various directions to reveal the presence of JPEG recompression. However, when detect double-compression JPEG, the methods in [22] - [27] can not achieve satisfactory result. There are still some methods designed for detecting double JPEG compression with the same quantization matrix. In [28] , as the number of compressions increases, more and more JPEG coefficients changed to zero, which means that there would be fewer different JPEG coefficients between the twice compressions. Therefore, the threshold selected by author was set to distinguish double compression JPEG with the same matrix. In [30] , Yang et al. summarized such evidences caused by JPEG compression with same quantization matrix into two aspects (i.e. the truncation error and the rounding error). These errors are introduced in the inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT) in JPEG decoding. After performing IDCT on the de-quantized JPEG coefficients, any float value should be rounded to its nearest integer (leading to the rounding error) and any value greater than 255 or less than 0 will be truncated to 255 or 0 (leading to the truncation error). 8 × 8 blocks containing truncation and rounding errors are referred to as truncation and rounding error blocks, respectively. Truncation and rounding error blocks were used to distinguish double compression JPEG with the same matrix. So far the method described in [30] has exhibited the highest accuracy. Markov model and difference of adjacent coefficients were used in [31] . Between single compressed and recompressed images slight statistical differences exist, so dense CNN is used to extract features in [32] . 
III. THE PREPROCESSING OF AN IMAGE AND THE INTRODUCTION OF THE QCNN
This section is divided into two parts. The preprocessing of images is being introduced in the first subsection and QCNN is be introduced in the second subsection.
A. THE PREPROCESSING OF AN IMAGE
Since JPEG is a lossy compression, errors occur during compression and decompression. Compared with JPEG compression with different quantization matrix, JPEG compression with same quantization matrix is more difficult to detect because the quantization matrix in the first compression and subsequent compression are the same, so artifacts caused by different quantization step cannot be utilized. However, truncation error and rounding error occur in the IDCT in JPEG decompression. The information of images which is expressed by pixel value will be stable with an increasing number of compressions (i.e. the loss of the main content and color results in destroying the function of expressing information.). The truncation error and rounding error will reduce with the increasing number of compression, so they are effective for distinguishing JPEG compression.
In the proposed method, the purpose of preprocessing of an image is to extract the error image. Considering the truncation error and rounding error to appear randomly at each pixel and the number of input channel of QCNN. Therefore, the extracted error image on three channels is used as input and the mixing error, including rounding error and truncation error, will occur. The rounding error on the pixel is represented by Rp n and the truncation error on the pixel is represented by Tp n . Tables 1 and 2 show the mean and the maximum of Rp 1 , Rp 2 , Tp 1 , and Tp 2 on the three channels for different quality factors, respectively. It can be observed that the statistical differences in rounding error between double JPEG compressions are very slight. Also, the value of the truncation error is much larger than the rounding error, so the truncation error will reduce the statistical differences caused by the rounding error in mixing error. This problem is considered from rounding error and truncation error, respectively.
For rounding error, the absolute difference of rounding error on pixel is denoted as RRp n . The statistics in Table 3 demonstrate that RRp n has better statistical differences than Rp n . On the one hand the absolute difference of rounding error on pixel between the n-time and the (n+1)-time decompression can be used to obtain better statistical differences and on the other hand the difference of value range between truncation error and rounding error could be reduced.
For truncation error, as mentioned above, the effect of mixing error should be reduced and truncation error decreases the value range between it and rounding error on the Y channel. It can be seen from Table 2 that the truncation error does not occur on the Cb and Cr channels. The reason is that if the maximum and minimum value of the range is not present in 8 × 8 blocks, then the truncation error will not occur in the block in the process of decompression.
However, Table 4 shows that the probability of truncation error occurs at a different number of compression. With the reduction of quality factor, the probability of occurrence of truncation error will increase. Therefore, when the quality factor is low, much valid information is lost which is caused by the abandon of truncation error. Truncation error is unsuitable, so the minimum difference in value range between truncation error and rounding error is a better choice. The absolute difference of truncation error which is denoted as RTp n is utilized. Table 5 shows the statistics of RTp n . The value of RTp n is much smaller than the value of Tp n , which means that the effect of mixing error is reduced.
Therefore, RRp n observation statistical differences which are better than Rp n and RTp n can effectively reduce the loss of valid information. Fig. 1 shows the preprocessing of the proposed method.
B. QUATERNION CONVOLUTION NEURAL NETWORKS
The original design of CNN has considered the three-class classification problem. The traditional CNN framework is becoming more and more mature, but a disadvantage for the detection of JPEG compression is found by us. When dealing with the color JPEG images, CNN just treats the three channels as three unrelated parts. Although during the convolution process, per convolution kernel sum up the convolution result of different channels as a single output, this still neglects the interrelationship of three channels, resulting in the loss of valid information.
1) QUATERNION ALGEBRA
Different from the traditional CNN, QCNN is a quaternion extension of CNN and quaternion algebra. The definition of a quaternion is very similar to the complex number. The only difference is that there are three imaginary parts in the quaternion. All quaternions q ∈ H can be written in Eq. 1.
R stands for the real value field. If a = 0, q is called pure virtual quaternion. Basic quaternion definitions are:
• All products of i, j and k are:
• Conjugate q * of q is:
• The addition of quaternions only needs to add the components together. If we have two quaternions q 1 = a + bi+cj +dk and q 2 = e+f i+gj +hk. Then their sum is:
The same is true for subtraction, as long as the plus sign is changed to minus sign.
• Norm of quaternion q = a + bi + cj + dk is defined as:
Unit quaternion is defined as: q |q| .
• Quaternion multiplication:
It can be seen from the above quaternion operation, when a channel changes, the statistical characteristics of the quaternion will change, so QCNN is utilized to extract features (this is because the statistical differences between JPEG recompression are slight) for multiple class classification.
The overall architecture of the proposed QCNN is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The image in UCID is taken as an example to illustrate the change of the feature dimension of each layer.
The architecture of the QCNN contains one quaternion preprocess, one quaternion block, three quaternion processes, one quaternion global average pooling and one fully convolutional layer which is shown in Fig. 2 . In the beginning, quaternion preprocess converts the input images to quaternion space. Quaternion process contains one quaternion average pooling and two quaternion blocks which contain quaternion convolution, quaternion batch normalization and ReLU. Average pooling rather than max-pooling layer is employed because it can focus more on local characteristics [39] , which is useful for our application. The average pooling size and stride are set equal to 3×3 and 2, respectively. The purpose of individual quaternion block in the architecture of the QCNN is to obtain more statistical features. The size, stride and output channels of quaternion convolution in it are 7 × 7, 2 and 16, respectively. The size, stride and output channels of the quaternion convolution in the first quaternion process are 3 × 3, 1 and 16, respectively. The difference between the quaternion convolution in first quaternion process is output channels, output channels of quaternion convolution in second and the third quaternion process are equal to 32. A global average pooling is then performed and the fully convolutional layer is adopted for classification.
Each feature map is a quaternion matrix instead of real number matrix in the QCNN. Thus, general neural network components are not incompatible with the quaternion matrix. They should be reconstructed to be suitable for the feature maps in the form of a quaternion matrix, like quaternion convolution, quaternion batch normalization and quaternion pooling. Even with Quaternion batch normalization and ReLU, the network still may suffer from the gradient vanishing problem to some extent due to inefficient learning. To overcome this issue, fully convolutional layer is adopted.
2) QUATERNION CONVOLUTION
Neural networks convolution operations are presented by using quaternion algebra. The traditional convolution process is defined in the real-valued space by convolving a filter matrix with a vector. This operation can be extended to quaternion convolution. In QCNN the convolution of a quaternion filter matrix with a quaternion vector is performed. Let W = R + X i + Y j + Z k be a quaternion weight filter matrix, and I = r + xi + yj + zk is the quaternion input vector. If a color image is involved, the real part is set to 0, and the input matrix becomes the pure quaternion matrix. Quaternion convolution can be expressed by the following Eq. 3:
The result which is calculated by Eq. 3 is also a quaternion matrix and the real part and the imaginary part of the result matrix can be obtained by adding and subtracting four ordinary convolutions, respectively. By setting the real part to 0, quaternion convolution operation is simpler.
3) QUATERNION BATCH NORMALIZATION
The result of W ⊗ I is a quaternion matrix. Due to the mean which is utilized in traditional batch normalization is real-valued, traditional batch normalization cannot be used directly. The quaternion mean and variance are shown in Eq 4 and Eq 5.
QM (x) is also a quaternion and QV (x) is real-valued denote the quaternion mean and quaternion variance of x, respectively.q i denotes the mean of q i . Compared with traditional batch normalization, quaternion batch normalization can be divided into four parts. They use the corresponding mean but share a variance.
4) QUATERNION POOLING
The use of pooling has brought great improvement to CNN. The pooling introduces displacement invariance, paying more attention to the existence of silent features rather than the specific location of the features. The use of pooling reduces the input size of the next layer, reducing the number of calculations and parameters, which is the most intuitive function. At the same time, the use of pooling can also prevent overadaptation to a certain extent. Therefore, pooling is a very important part of CNN. Quaternion pooling is specially designed for QCNN. The quaternion pooling is based on the output of the quaternion convolution. The amplitude and angle of quaternion are special transformation features of the quaternion. These features decompose the image of the polar coordinate system. Amplitude shows the energy distribution of the image, and the three angles show the spatial position and texture detail of the color image. These features provide a variety of choices for the construction of guidance matrices for different tasks. This paper chooses the amplitude as the basis for constructing the guidance matrix.
5) ACTIVATION FUNCTION
For the activation layer, sigmoid, tanh and ReLU are the most commonly used. Since the sigmoid gradient and the tanh gradient are very gentle and close to zero in the saturated region, it is easy to cause the disappearing gradient problem and slow down the convergence speed, while the ReLU is easier to learn and optimize. Due to its piecewise linear nature, the derivation of forward and backward propagation is piecewise linear, which is more convenient. Therefore, ReLU is chosen as the activation function for this structure.
IV. EXPERIMENT A. EXPERIMENT SETUPS
The preprocessing of an image and the construction of QCNN is being explained in this section. UCID [38] and NRCS databases are used to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method. UCID contains 1338 images with the size 384 × 512 or 512 × 384 and NRCS contains 959 images with the size 2700 × 1800. All these images are JPEG compressed three times with the same quality factor (QF). Note that since the input of CNN requires the same size, the images in UCID and NRCS are transposed to 512×512, respectively. Besides, SYSU contains 1128 grayscale images and 429 color images. Since the number of color images is less, SYSU database is not used in our experiment.
The settings of CNN and QCNN are as follows. 1000 images in UCID are selected as training samples randomly and the rest images are used as the test sample to detect UCID. 700 images in NRCS are selected as training samples randomly and the rest images are used as the test sample to detect NRCS. Each training-testing procedure is repeated over 20 times and the average classification accuracy rate is reported. Minibatch gradient descent is applied to train the QCNN model with a batch size of 100 and the initial learning rate of 0.001.
In order to show the comparison of experiment between QCNN and SVM. SVM algorithm is reconstructed as a suitable three-class classifier. Every two samples use SVM to obtain a classification. The results are determined by the highest classification rate. In this paper, the soft-margin SVM with the Gaussian kernel is employed and the parameters c and γ are determined by a grid-search on the multiplicative grid (c, γ ) ∈ (2 i , 2 j )|i ∈ 0, 1, · · · , 20, j ∈ −15, −14, · · · , 3. Half image of databases is selected as training samples randomly and the rest images are used as the test samples. Color images are continuously compressed three times to create singlecompression sample, double-compression sample and thirdcompression sample.
B. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT RESULTS FOR MULTIPLE CLASSIFICATION
Images are compressed for many times resulting in a large loss of information on most of the QF situation, so tampering is detectable to human vision. Three or more compressed source JPEG images are few in real life. Thus, the threeclass classification is selected. Besides, 70, 75, 80 and 85 are selected as the quality factor (QF) in our experiment. Since these QF can improve the difficulty to detect JPEG images and the complex areas of the image compressed three times, texture will not become blurred compared to single compression. Thus, the three-class classification of the above QF is used to detect.
In order to demonstrate the relationship of three channels which can improve the performance. CNN with the same generation process is designed, but the layers in CNN are traditional layers. The comparison of performance between QCNN and CNN in UCID and NRCS is shown in Table 6 . From the table, it is can be observed that the performance of QCNN is superior to CNN. CNN terminates the relationship between three channels results in the loss of information. Therefore, it is necessary to use QCNN. Besides, Table 6 also shows the performance of SVM in the analysis of UCID and NRCS. The preprocessing of an image is the same before using QCNN and SVM. The mean and variance of truncation error and rounding error obtained from error images are extracted as features before using SVM. The performance of QCNN and CNN are both superior to SVM. There are two reasons: (i) SVM algorithm was initially intended for the binary classification problem. (ii) SVM needs more distinctive features.
Besides the above experiment, another experiment is implemented to prove the necessity of preprocessing of color images. The results are shown in Table 7 . The results with the preprocessing of the color images are better than without the preprocessing. Aligned JPEG compression with the same quantization matrix is not only different from unaligned JPEG compression with the same quantization matrix which occurs the offset in 8×8 blocks, but also different from aligned JPEG compression with the different quantization matrix which has a different distribution between the different number of compression. Aligned JPEG compression with the same quantization matrix cannot obtain valid statistical features without the preprocessing. Therefore, the preprocessing can highlight the statistical difference.
The previous methods detect double JPEG compression with the same quantization matrix which means that it is the binary classification. Although some methods consider the third compression, it distinguishes the third compression and single compression or third compression and double compression. In order to prove the better preprocessing of images by the proposed method, the method in [30] which achieves the highest accuracy in most cases is compared. Tables 8 shows the comparative performance of binary classification between the proposed method and method in [30] . The performance of the proposed method is superior to the method in [30] . Table 9 shows the comparative performance of a three-class classification between the proposed method and the method in [30] . Although the proposed method is superior to the method in [30] which uses SVM to classify. It proves that SVM needs more distinctive features to improve accuracy.
C. CROSS DETECTION RESULTS
To verify the versatility of the proposed features, crosstest experiments were conducted. That is, the QCNN trained from one database to classify the test images from another database, and the detection accuracy rates are given in Table 10 . In most cases, the accuracy of the proposed method is superior to that in [30] . The general accuracy of the proposed method and method in [30] has a different degree of decline. The reason is as follows: There are statistically significant differences between training and testing samples. For example, the quality difference between images in UCID is almost same, while the images in NRCS come from different states in the USA and from different years, which means that the quality difference between the images is large.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an effective method is proposed to detect the three-class classification of color images with the same quantization matrix. First, error images are extracted from the color images. Then, truncation error and rounding error is further processed. Second, QCNN is used to perform the three-class classification and the layers involved in the quaternion algebra are introduced. The performance of the proposed method is superior to the state of the method in [30] . Third, the truncation error still has a reduction in the proposed method.
The purpose of a three-class classification is to prove that tampered image location could be detected by detecting the JPEG compression method. Tampered areas are small in images resulting in undetectable in human vision, so another condition for tampered image location is that the method could detect the small block, such as 32 × 32 block and 64 × 64 block. The detection for a small block is the next problem that we will solve.
